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Beam induced signals on the PS kicker KFA28 
 




The kicker KFA28 is presently not used in the PS and thus disconnected from its pulse 
generator. This is an opportunity to measure the beam induced signals at the end of the connecting 
cable to the pulse generator outside the ring in building 362. The power delivered into a 50Ω load at 
the end of that cable i.e. at the position of the disconnected main thyratron switch can be used to 
give a lower bound of the real part of the beam coupling impedance. However for this estimate a 
precise knowledge of the beam current under consideration is required. Here the basic test set-up is 
presented, together with a number of oscilloscope traces for different PS beams (e.g. AD, LHC, 
EASTB) and terminating conditions (50Ω and high impedance). 
 
Present KFA28 system 
 
KFA28 magnet is a lumped inductance window frame ferrite (Philips 8C11) kicker short-
circuited at one end (Figure 1.). It is placed in a vacuum tank. It is excited by a 25Ω pulse generator 
via two 150m RG220/U 50Ω  transmission (Tx) cables in parallel. The Tx cables electrical length is 
about 750ns. 
Apart from a 4mm air gap in the magnetic circuit, no special measures have been taken up to now to 
reduce the kicker beam coupling impedance.  
 
 
Figure 1 KFA28 present system 
 
Beam induced signal measurements 
 
For the following measurements, Tx cables have been disconnected from the main switch tank 
(Figure 2.). The 25Ω/680pF filter is not connected either. For the first set of measurements, one 
cable has been terminated on 50Ω, the signal at the other cable end is recorded. This second cable is 
either open or terminated. For the second set of measurements (beam envelopes), the first Tx cable 




Figure 2 System as measured 
 
Test setup: TDS684 (500MHz) scope, peak detect mode, x100/75MHz Tektronix probe connected 
between RG220/U cable end and scope. 
 
The following pictures have been taken for the AD cycle and for the other cycle that gives the 
maximum amplitude on the scope screen (LHC or EASTB). 
The PS supercycle was LHC LHC LHC LHC EASTB EASTB EASTB (AD) 











Figure 4 Maximum detected signal amplitude at open cable end (AD) (~110V peak) (2µs, 50V)/div 
 
 
Figure 5 Maximum detected signal amplitude at terminated cable end (AD) (~60V peak) (50ns, 20V)/div 
 
 





LHC or EASTB beams 
 
 
Figure 7 Maximum detected signal amplitude at open cable end (LHC or EASTB) (~60V peak) (50ns, 20V)/div 
 
 
Figure 8 Maximum detected signal amplitude at open cable end (LHC or EASTB) (~60V peak) (200ns, 20V)/div 
 
 









Figure 11 Maximum detected signal amplitude at terminated cable end (LHC or EASTB) (~15V peak) (200ns, 5V)/div 
 
 







For the following pictures the PS supercycle was: 
 
LHC EASTB EASTB EASTB (AD) MD3 ZERO ZERO EASTC EASTC 
 
The next measurements have been made on a long time scale to record the beam envelopes. 




Figure 13 Both Tx cables open (20V/div) (200ms, 20V)/div 
 
 




Figure 15 Both Tx cables terminated (1s, 10V)/div 
 
 
Figure 16 Both Tx cables terminated (1s, 10V)/div 
 
 




Figure 18 Both Tx cables terminated (200ms, 20V)/div 
 
 
Figure 19 Tx1 terminated, Tx2 open (1s, 10V)/div 
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